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Top Five Apps to Monitor

Onlyfans Snapchat Tinder TikTok



Facebook Instagram WhatsappSnapchatFacebook 
messenger 

TikTok
YouTube House Party VSCO

Twitter

Social Media Apps



Dating Apps Games
(with messaging capability)



ask.fm

Money exchanging  
Apps

Anonymous Apps



Things To Be Aware Of…
• If you use Life360 in order to locate your child, you should be mindful that someone can “drop their 

location off” when visiting a location. This means that the child will turn their phone on airplane 
mode and the  360 location will remain at that place. They can then move about freely (while their 
location remains the same) and still use their phone to  text or facetime when on wifi. 

• Users can make “private stories” on Snapchat, Instagram, and Facebook. A user can select the 
audience for these stories. Therefore, just because you can’t see a story does not mean that it 
doesn’t exist. 

• Snapchat has a location feature called “SnapMaps.” This allows anyone who is your snapchat friend 
to be able to view your location; however, it can be disabled. 



Hot or Not





ROBLOX









Private Photo Vault
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TikTok suicide video prompts warning for parents to keep children offline

Key points:
•The video, originally live streamed on Facebook, 
has been widely viewed since it was posted
•Parents are urged to keep their children off social 
media, including Twitter and Instagram
•Distressing content should be reported to TikTok
and to esafety.gov.au

https://www.abc.net.au/news/2020-09-08/tiktok-suicide-
video-prompts-warning-facebook-instagram-
twitter/12641136

A mother’s warning for parents about the TikTok app
Buffalo mom says hidden danger with app

https://www.wkbw.com/news/protecting-your-family/a-
mothers-warning-for-parents-about-tiktok-app

Key points:
•At a glance, the TikTok app looks innocent with a lot of short 
fun video clips of kids showing off their creative side.
•There are several websites found on Mozilla to guide parents 
thru privacy settings.
•The simplest thing you can do is find out what your kids are 
downloading and communicate with them.



The 5 Best Parental Control Apps of 2021 

•Best Overall: Net Nanny

•Best for Older Teens: Moment

•Best for Younger Children: Qustodio

•Best for Overall Monitoring: Bark

•Best for Location Tracking: FamilyTime

https://www.netnanny.com/
https://inthemoment.io/family
https://qustodio.sjv.io/N1d7P
https://www.bark.us/
https://familytime.io/




































10 Things You Should Know About Your Digital Footprint…
1. A digital footprint is the information about you that exists as a result of online 

activity. 
2. When you post and search online you are leaving a trail of information. 
3. Your digital footprint not only affects you now, but it will in the future. 
4. Once you post online it is out there forever, even if you delete it. 
5. Any pictures or messages sent to one person can easily be shared with many 

more. 
6. Google yourself. Elements of your digital footprint can be searched. 
7. Any old or inactive accounts should be disabled and deleted. 
8. Be mindful of other’s digital footprints (ex. Ask before tagging others). 
9. Use your privacy settings. Make sure to keep personal information private. 
10.Think before you post. How would you feel if a parent, employer, or teacher 

saw your post?
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